Ray of Light Gala 2021

Bridging the Digital Divide for Education in India - The facts!

Sunday December 19th, 2021 4:00 PM PST.
"Education is the movement from darkness to light"
- Allan Bloom
WHO WE ARE

Vibha is a volunteer-driven social catalyst that seeds, grows and scales solutions to systemic problems that impact quality of public education. Since our inception in 1991, Vibha volunteers have raised over $18.5 Million impacting access and quality of public education for more than 2 million children predominantly in India. Our goal is to scale and reach 10 million children over the next 5 years.
YEAR 2021

Covid has left many children without access to education and shifted everyone in the education sector to digital education. Although this was already happening even before Covid in rich, urban, private schools. Covid certainly has brought in the urgency for all schools - Govt/Private, Urban/Rural - to look at digital option.

Vibha is investing in digital education as we need to “normalize” learning levels faster through combination of self study and teacher led study and level the playing field across socio-economic and urban/ rural divide to create an ecosystem to work together and lead a digital learning revolution.

These children will benefit from the ecosystem of our motivational programs, training, and technology as they bounce back to their previous levels of learning.
Digital Divide is a huge issue impacting the education of millions of children. During the pandemic, many were left bereft of school education due to lack of access to the internet.
We at Vibha wish to do our part and bridge that gap and support these children with the following programs.
- Design of the content delivery platform architecture
- Promotion of foundation and curriculum aligned e-learning modules
- Regional language content support
- Teacher training for adoption of dual lesson plan strategy
- Dashboards with proficiency and usage metrics

We are excited to share more of this exciting development with you!
**The Gala:**

Vibha’s Ray of Light Gala 2021 will commemorate the 30 years of the innovative and transformative journey of Vibha in impacting the access and quality of public education in India and the USA.

This virtual global evening will bring together experts on the ground, educators, philanthropists, corporate sponsors and all of Vibha’s partners and supporters, all with a personal commitment to Vibha’s mission.

We invite you to join us for this exceptional virtual experience on Sunday, December 19th, 2021 at 4:00 PM PST with some great speakers, entertainers and a few surprises.
WE INVITE YOU TO BECOME A SPONSOR OF
Vibha’s Ray of Light Gala 2021
Sunday December 19th, 2021 4:00 PM PST.

THANK YOU!
Vibha is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, registered in the State of New Jersey, USA.
SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

CHAMPION $50,000

- Event Segment Sponsor
- Recognition during the event
- 5 guests invited to exclusive pre-gala special event
- Media played at the event
- Annual coverage on Vibha website
- Recognition across all of Vibha’s social media platforms, digital brochure, Vibha’s annual report and event website
- Global Media & Press Coverage
SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

FRIEND $25,000
- 3 guests invited to exclusive pre-gala special event
- Recognition during the event
- Media played at the event
- Recognition across event’s social media platforms, digital brochure, Vibha’s annual report and event website

ADVOCATE $10,000
- Recognition during the event
- Media played at the event
- Recognition across event’s social media platforms, digital brochure, Vibha’s annual report and event website

ASSOCIATE $5,000
- Recognition during the event
- Recognition across event’s social media platforms, digital brochure, Vibha’s annual report and event website
NAME:
TITLE:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:
EMAIL:
PHONE NUMBER:

I WOULD LIKE THE FOLLOWING SPONSORSHIP LEVEL: $_____ 

I WOULD LIKE TO DONATE INSTEAD: $_____ 

☐ I WILL DONATE ONLINE AT VIBHA.ORG 
☐ PLEASE INVOICE ME FOR $ 
☐ MY CHECK PAYABLE TO VIBHA, INC IS ENCLOSED 

For more information, to make an early reservation or to become a corporate sponsor, please contact Gala@VIBHA.ORG 
Mail the completed form and cheque to: 1030 E El Camino Real, #424, Sunnyvale, CA 94087
Thank you